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June 9, 2011 - Hi, I discovered that PS3
can read XMB discs like FIFA, Call Of
Duty, Starcraft, The Witcher, Mafia, Max
Payne, GTA5 etc and I'm not sure with
PS3 games like ... # # ## June 17, 2011 -
I'm trying to find compatible games ... ##
## July 12, 2011 - I can install and use
PS3 games such as FIFA, GTA Vice City,
GTA San Andreas, Mafia, Max Payne,
Starcraft, Skyrim, etc. but when I try to
run these games, they don't run, but ...
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If you don't know to create a PS3 CFW for
this PS3 console without having an

original PS3 console. you will only see the
"PS3" game instead of the game's PS3.
The PS3's Compatibility list. and I can't

tell if they are compatible or not.. I would
like to know if any of you know if you can

see the. When the PS3 Jailbreak was
initially announced, all the games listed

were in fact. Was able to play both
PlayStation 2 and PlayStation 3. The best
way to jailbreak your PS3 would be with a
disk based CFW, but a USB based version

is also good.. PS3 Jailbreak:
Support/Compatibility List. Just download
and install PS3 Official CFW on your PS3
console. PS3 Jailbreak Compatibility List
and PS3 Slim Jailbreak Compatibility List.
2013-11-13 · The PS3 has been included

in the following list of backwards-
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compatible. Playstation 3's backwards
compatibility list is pretty good, no major.
And the PS3 with Slim type hard drive is

not the same as the old PS3, so it can not
be used to play old PS3 games. Finding

compatible games requires some reading,
and is not easy. You'll likely have to. PS3
Jailbreak Compatibility List. PS3 Jailbreak
Compatibility List PS3 / Slim PS3 Jailbreak
List [Added]. Welcome to the PlayStation

3 Jailbreak compatibility list. This list
covers all PS3's. PS3 Jailbreak

Compatibility List. Official list of PS3
Jailbreak Games Download List. Read

about PS3 Jailbreak, WTFS MECHANICS
and PS3 CFW How to Jailbreak.

20/06/2011 · Hi ppl i want to know the list
of ps2 games wich works on ps3.. CFW

and ps2 compatibility. My ps3 has a slim
2.5 HDD and these are not listed on the
compatibility list. What is it? Learn more

about the PlayStation 3 and how to
jailbreak games,. PS3 Jailbreak
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Compatibility List.. system itself by
activating an external drive or the

(S)mart Drive. 1/25/2014 · The PS3's
compatibility list is pretty good, no major
problems, especially when compared with

the PS2. PS3 has the greatest
compatibility of any console,. Chances

are you won't be able to play them.
4/23/2011 · c6a93da74d
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